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Abstract
The British Columbia Geological Survey (BCGS) is implementing 

the international geoscience standard GeoSciML and its extension 

EarthResourceML, to deliver geoscience data through interoperable 

geospatial web services compliant with these standards. As a first 

step, our detailed bedrock geology and mineral resources of  the 

province are available as Web Map Service (WMS) and via 

OneGeology, by transforming our data to the Lite versions of  the 

GeoSciML and EarthResourceML models and using vocabularies 

adopted by the IUGS Commission for the Management and 

Application of  Geoscience Information (CGI). Currently our 

bedrock geology is maintained using the North American Stratigraphic 

Code and the BCGS specifications in data collection, compilation, 

and data production. The processes are largely optimized from data 

integration using the geospatial frame data model, map production, 

to spatial and non-spatial queries through MapPlace 2, the Survey's 

geospatial web service. We consider adopting the international 

geoscience standard as the key to enable interoperation in data 

sharing, data exchange, data integration, and eventually to support 

exercises such as machine learning. We are in the process of  

reviewing and updating our data models and specifications to be 

compatible to GeoSciML. To streamline the processes from the field 

to interoperable geospatial web services, our system architecture 

focuses on the lifecycle of  geospatial data: from observations 

captured digitally in the field, constructing data components at the 

map compilation stage, to producing custom geological maps and 

delivering web services.

In the province of  British Columbia, digital compilation of  

province-wide bedrock geology has been driven by mineral resource 

assessments and geospatial web services since mid-1990s. 

Our digital geological mapping technologies have evolved from the 

1980s using computer aided design as cartographic tools to produce 

the equivalent of  hardcopy geological maps, the 1990s using GIS 

and web services to capture and deliver digital geology, to the 2000s 

using spatial databases and interoperable geospatial web services to 

enable data sharing and data exchange.

The British Columbia Geological Survey (BCGS) is working on 

streamlining the processes from capturing data digitally in the field, 

simplifying the compilation and data integration, producing custom 

maps, delivering products through web services designed with 

specific clients and applications, and to enabling data sharing and 

data exchange through interoperable geospatial web services.

At the core of  this process is digital geology. In the BCGS, we define 

the BC digital geology as: 

• authoritative data source to produce geological maps
• integration of  all details from 1:50,000 to 1:250,000
• seamless digital coverage and can be updated
• consistent nomenclature and encoding to support computation

Geological maps are derived products from digital geology.

System architecture
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Lifecycle of data �ow
Digital geological mapping and the resulting data have a lifecycle that spans from 
the stages of  observation, compilation, integration, production, to archiving, and 
then to be flagged as obsolete or retired after being updated through new 
observations; and the cycle continues (Figure 1). In the BCGS, corporate digital 
geology is managed by Geospatial Frame Data (GFD) model with lines for 
geological boundaries and centroids encoded with bedrock details (see Cui’s 
other poster), in that a GFD data checking out and checking process and 
anchoring mechanism are used to simplify data integration.

GeoSciML  - The History and Future of an International Geoscience Data Transfer Standard, St Petersburg, June 2013

Bene�t of adopting international standard
In the British Columbia Geological Survey, our current geology and mineral occurrence 
data are maintained using the BCGS specifications in data collection, compilation, and 
data production. It will take significant effort and time to have our data, specifications, 
and web services fully compliant with the international geoscience standards. We take 
this exercise as an opportunity to update our data models and specifications, to produce 
consistent data with standardized classification systems and terminology, and to 
eventually enable interoperation in data sharing, data exchange, and data integration 
(Figure 11).

Interoperable geospatial web services
We have transformed our geoscience data models to the GeoSciML and 
EarthResourceML Lite versions, and matched our bedrock geology and mineral 
occurrence classifications and terminology to the CGI vocabularies. We have configured 
interoperable WMS and WFS web services and have the BCGS data posted on 
OneGeology (Figure 10).

Summary
The British Columbia Geological Survey streamlines the processes from 

the field mapping to interoperable geospatial web services driven by the 

adoption of  international geoscience standard and implementation of  

geospatial frame data model. We have built a simple data entry form to 

capture field data digitally using inexpensive tablets and GIS software. 

The checking out and checking in process with anchoring mechanism 

simplifies the tasks to integrate updated project maps into the corporate 

digital geology database. Significant effort and time are required to make 

our data models and vocabularies fully compatible to GeoSciML, however 

we take this as an opportunity to mordernize our geoscience data models 

and specifications. We will continue to deliver our data products with 

custom tools designed for mineral exploration on MapPlace 2, the 

Survey's geospatial web service.

Recommended citation:
Cui, Y., Diakow, L.J., and Miller, D., 2019. Toward international geoscience standards  and 
interoperable web services for British Columbia geology. British Columbia Ministry of Energy, 
Mines and Petroleum Resources, British Columbia Geological Survey GeoFile 2019-09 (poster).

Introduction

MapPlace 2 for Mobile Devices

A set of  quick search tools and a light version for mobile devices are available as an 
extension to MapPlace 2. Each of  the quick search tools has a non-spatial search 
interface and the results can be downloaded or displayed on MapPlace 2 (Fig. 15). 
The light version has an interface to select and display maps (Fig. 16). 

Search by unit name, e.g., Nicola

Bedrock Search

Search by age, e.g., Late Triassic

Search by rock class

Search by rock type, e.g., granodiorite 

Search by bounding box, in the form of
x-lower-right,y-lower-right,x-upper-left,y-upper-left; e.g, 
-125.6,53.7,-126.7,54.8 
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Figure 8. Quick search tools for bedrock 
geology, MINFILE, RGS and MTO titles; 
results available as data download and 
display on MapPlace 2.

Figure 9. MapPlace 2 for mobile devices (alpha test). A) interface and available 
map layers. B) bedrock geology that can be rotated on screen. C) bedrock and 
maptip to show details. D) bedrock, MINFILE and MTO tenure maps.
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Figure 13. MapPlace 2 system architecture.
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Figure 14. MapPlace 2 application database 
architecture.
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MapPlace is a geospatial web service originally released in 

1997. The BCGS developed MapPlace 2 in-house and it has 

been online since 2016. MapPlace 2 provides applications to 

efficiently browse, visualize, search, report, and analyze data 

from multiple geoscience, mineral resource and tenure 

databases. MapPlace 2 is built on open-source geospatial 

software, including MapGuide Open Source, OpenLayers 

for rendering, and PostgreSQL/PostGIS for databases.

MapPlace 2 geospatial web services
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Figure 12. Database applications to support production and publication.

rock_class rock_subclass rock_type rock_code

sedimetary_rock clastic clastic sc

sedimetary_rock clastic arenite sa

sedimetary_rock chemical limestone sl

sedimetary_rock chemical dolomite sd

volcanic_rock flows undivided, lava flows vf

volcanic_rock pyroclastic undivided, pyroclastic rocks vpy

volcanic_rock compositional rhyolite or acidic rock vr

volcanic_rock compositional dacite vd

volcanic_rock compositional basalt or basic rock vb

intrusive_rock granitic granite gg

intrusive_rock granitic granodiorite gd

intrusive_rock dioritic diorite d

intrusive_rock dioritic gabbro dg

intrusive_rock Alaskan type pyroxenite up

metamorphic contact skarn / calc-silicate skm

metamorphic barrovian marble lm

ultramafic mantle tectonite peridotites updm

structural dynamic mylonite my

hydrothermal dynamic imbricate zone imy

ext_rock ext_type ext_sub_type ext_character f_code
sedimentary_rock conglomerate distinctive_clasts chert .cc

volcanic_rock pyroclastic size_classification lapilli tuff .pl

volcanic_rock pyroclastic resedimented debris flow / lahar .pd

volcanic_rock pyroclastic flow ignimbrite/ash-flow tuff .pi

volcanic_rock analyzed composition calc-alkaline .aca

volcanic_rock flow_texture autoclastic_submarine hyaloclastite .tfh

volcanic_rock flow_texture amygdaloidal .tfa

volcanic_rock flow_structure submarine pillows .tp

volcanic_rock pyroclastic_texture welded / eutaxitic .tw

volcanic_rock intrusive_texture megacrystic .tm

volcanic_rock intrusive_texture trachytic .tt

intrusive_rock texture pegmatitic .tpe

metamorphic_rock texture gneissic .tg

sedimentary_rock environment marine shelf .emsh

sedimentary_rock environment terrestrial fluviatile .etf

volcanic_rock environment volcanic subaerial .evs

tectonic environment tectonic island arc .etia

sedimentary_rock diagnotic_feature cement calcareous .dca

diagnotic mineral apatite .xap

metamorphic_rock Barrovian (regional) zeolite facies .z

metamorphic_rock Barrovian (regional) mafic volcanic greenschist facies .g

metamorphic_rock Barrovian (regional) pelite amphibolite .au

metamorphic_rock mineral chlorite .xchl

metamorphic_rock index mineral-pelite blueschist faces lawsonite .xlws

alteration serpentinized .sp

Field data capture

Figure 5. Examples of  the geoscience and mineral exploration related data shown on MapPlace 2: A) mineral 
occurrences (MINFILE), B) ice-flow indicators (important for interpretation of  till geochemical data), C) 
mineral tenures, and D) residual total magnetic. 

Figure 1. Lifecycle of  digital geology: from the field to web services.

Figure 2. BCGS field data entry interface for Manifold System .®

Map compilation

®
The BCGS uses inexpensive tablets and software (Manifold System ) to capture 
data digitally in the field. We built a data entry form to simply data capture: 
activated by GPS instant data or a click on a station, large font size easy to see 
under bright sunlight or in the dark, semi-colon and keywords in entries so 
contents can be parsed, distinctive style of  stations by informal map unit and 
rock name to assist visualization and delineation of  bedrock units.

The BCGS is in the process of  adopting the international geoscience standard 
GeoSciML to encode the digital geology, in addition to the North American 
Stratigraphic Code and the BCGS GFD specifications.

uTrVKvb.�hFigure 3. Lithologic and extension code to label stratigraphic unit.

Stratigraphic units are labelled with standard format representing age (Epoch, in 
uppercase for lithodemic or lithotectonic units) or position (Series, in lowercase 
for lithostratigraphic units); Group or Suite, Formation or Lithodeme and 
member, all in uppercase; lithology code in lowercase,  ‘.’ and extension code 
(designative/diagnostic/characteristics) in lowercase. This can be formally 
expressed in extended ‘Backus–Naur form’ notation (BNF), shown below.

age::{epoch::uppercaseLetter | position::{epoch::lowercaseLetter)} {period | {range}}::uppercaseLetter} | 
unitName::{<<lithostratigraphic>> {supergroup {group {formation {member {bed}}}}} | lithodemic {complex {supersuite {suite 
{lithodeme (pluton) { _intrusion {zone | dyke | sill | plug | vent}}}} | composite-genesis {<<metamorphic>> | 
cataclastic}::uppercaseLetter | {<<and>>| - | } | {<<or>> | / | }} | lithology::{<<rockClass>> {igneous {intrusive {sub-volcanic} 
| volcanic { explosive | flow | impact}} | sedimentary {clastic | chemical | biogenic} | metamorphic {dynamic | regional | contact | 
metasomatic | impact | cataclastic | composite-genesis | hydrothermally altered}} | rockTypeCode {composition {non-silicate | silicate 
{acidic | intermediate | basic | ultramafic}}} | . | extensionCode {texture | fabric | alteration | alteration | mineralization | structure | 
colour | fossil content}}::lowercaseLetter

Figure 4. MapPlace 2 geospatial web service main page

MapPlace 2 provides users access to geology, mineral 

resources, surficial geology, geochemical and geophysical 

survey data, and data relevant to mineral exploration, such as 

mineral titles, exploration assessment reports, survey parcels, 

groundwater wells and aquifers (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Spatial and non-spatial queries and hyper link to more details through maptip.

Figure 6. Buffer of  selected features (shown in red),  spatial overlay to select  intersecting 
features (mineral occurrences in blue), and report summary of  selected mineral occurrences.

Figure 7. Spatial overlay of  buffer to select  intersecting features (bedrock units in 
blue), and report summary of  selected bedrock units.

Figure 10. The BCGS bedrock geology and mineral resource data posted on OneGeology via 
interoperable WMS and WFS web services.

Figure 11. The process to transform the BCGS geoscience data and benefit to mordenize the BCGS data models and specifications.

The BCGS develops system architecture, data models, most of  
applications, databases and geospatial web services in-house by our staff  
members, with limited contract resources. We depend on requirements 
gathered from our mapping geologists, clients from industry, and operating 
applications and web services over the last two decades (Figure 12). 

Most of  the applications and system components are built on open source 
geospatial software such as MapGuide Open Source, OpenLayers, and 
PostgreSQL/PostGIS (Figure. 13) and an integrated application database 
architecture with extensive use of  Foreign Data Wrapper (Figure 14). 

Our development follows iterated processes to progress and improve with 
the Agile principles on sustainable resources and results. We are encourage 
to innovate with minimal IT support.
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